EAST CRETE (Ierapetra-Monastery of Toplou-Vai-Sitia)

Vai, Palm Beach, Lassithi, East Crete

Available Day: Thursday
Available Language: English, German, French, Italian
Location: East Crete, Lassithi

FULL DAY Tour

Starting from: Ask us for the potential starting points.
This price is for an adult. Children 0-4 years old, are free. Children 5-12 years old, pay 1/2 of the adult ticket price. The price includes - Bus Transfer - Guide - 3€ for the entrance to the monastery of Toplou - individual expenses

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
43,00 €

Ask a question about this product

Description

• Description
• Time to pickup from

Description

EAST CRETE
Ierapetra-Toplou-Vai-Sitia

The road to the south brings us to the southernmost town in the European continent, Ierapetra, for a short break. After that it is time to stroll through the mountainous tranquility of Toplou monastery and see the ancient icons for which it is famous. Our main destination is the idyllic oasis of Vai Beach, which is the only natural palm tree beach in Europe. Many people are surprised to learn that the famous Bounty chocolate advert was filmed here in Vai and not in the Caribbean as one would think. Pose for a photo, sunbathe or swim in the tropical waters or relax in the waterfront taverna. After we have managed to drag you away from here and back into the bus, we make a stop at
the fishing town of **Sitia**. Here, you have a chance to look around and maybe enjoy a coffee and a cake in one of the lovely cafes around the small harbor. A relaxing day for those who would like to combine the delights of sightseeing with the tropical side of Crete.

**Time to pickup from**

**Route**